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A control structure for production systems derived from the control structure of 
a programmed grammar is introduced. This type of control structure is proved to 
be more general and flexible than the classical control structure based on the 
concept of a Markov Normal algorithm. A method is discussed for inferring a 
control structure consistent with the observations of the behaviour of a production 
system whose rules are known. Finally, some criteria are given for choosing a 
suitable control structure from the set of control structures actually inferred. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The concept of a control structure occurs in the theory of regulated 
rewriting systems (Salomaa, 1973). In these systems a control device is 
added to a formal grammar to impose restrictions on the use of productions. 
Much attention has been given to the study of the generative power of these 
systems using different ypes of control devices. Less attention, however, has 
been devoted to the inference of control structures for rule governed systems 
such as grammars. 
The present study is part of a larger project concerned with the study of 
discovery procedures for control structures of rule governed systems. The 
central problem of this project may be stated as follows: 
Let S be a system whose components can be identified but whose 
control structure C is unknown. Given some finite set of examples of the 
behaviour of S, infer the control structure C used by S to generate the 
behaviour from which the given set is a sample. 
The purpose of the present article is to discuss this control problem and its 
solution if S is a production system with an unknown control structure. 
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Our reasons for choosing production systems to illustrate the control 
problem are twofold. 
First, the rules making up a production system can be discussed very 
generally, in such a way that they can be seen to apply to almost every rule 
governed system. So, the generality of the problem discussed is not affected. 
Secondly, since production systems are widely used in the fields of 
cognitive science and artitifial intelligence, a study of the control problem 
may be of special interest o those working in these fields. To illustrate: in 
cognitive psychology it is well known that many complex human activities 
such as learning, language behaviour, and problem solving can be viewed as 
organized sets of (basic) skills (Fitts and Posner, 1967; Anderson, 1981). 
The basic skills can often be specified completely, but the way they are 
organized in some complex activity has to be inferred from observations of 
the behaviour of skilled persons, A more or less analogous problem arises in 
designing an artificial intelligence program for expert knowledge. Suppose 
the designers have implemented the basic operations to be performed. If an 
expert is used in training the program, one of the program's tasks is to infer 
the control structure the expert uses in selecting the appropriate operations. 
A theory concerned with inferring control structures of production 
systems, then, has a bearing on such problems. 
2. PRODUCTION RULES AND PRODUCTION SYSTEMS 
Production rules (Newell and Simon, 1972; Waterman and Hayes-Roth, 
1978) can be defned as ordered pairs (C,A), usually written as C~A,  
where the first component is a set of conditions relevant o the environment 
in which the rule operates and the second component is a set of actions each 
of which can modify this environment. A production rule can be applied if 
the conditions all match some aspects of the environment; in that case the 
actions are executed, changing some part of the environment. 
A production system is defined as a collection of (production) rules 
together with a control structure which determines--at any moment--the 
selection of a rule for application. 
Clearly, given a set of production rules, the production systems based on 
it can define different procedures, leading to different outcomes if they are 
operating in the same environment. 
For example, if in modelling some piece of behaviour, production rules are 
used, specifying the conditions in which a well defined action is executed, it
is often possible to design several different production systems each 
modelling a different complex "behavioural" procedure. The production 
system in its turn can be thought of as a specification of a complex rule 
based on more simple rules. 
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Suppose that, in order to perform some complex task, a certain system 
uses rules occurring in some set of production rules• It is, however, not 
known in advance how the control structure organizing the application of the 
rules is composed. 
For example, consider a student solving a problem. We observe a 
sequence of actions performed, but in general it is impossible to observe 
which rules the student has tried to apply--unsuccessfully--between two 
subsequent actions (i.e., between two successful applications of rules). 
Therefore we have to infer from a number of action sequences the way the 
student chooses between alternative rules and tries to apply them. 
If the set of rules that can be used in solving the problem is known in 
advance, our task consists of inferring a control structure that explains the 
sequences of actions performed by the student. 
Before a model for inferring control structures will be discussed, we will 
describe a type of control structure that seems to be general enough for our 
purpose• 
Traditionally, the control structure of a production system is implicitly 
defined by the way the rules are ordered: "the top-most rule in the ordering 
whose conditions all match data base elements has its actions executed. 
After the application of this rule the cycle starts again, from the top. This 
process continues until no Conditions match" (Waterman, 1975). This 
control structure resembles the control structure used in Markov Normal 
Algorithms from which the idea of production systems is derived (Waterman 
and Hayes-Roth, 1978)• A production system using this type of control 
structure will be called an MNA production system. 
Although an MNA production system specifies a deterministic procedure 
based on a fixed set of rules, the same set can be used to build a deter- 
ministic procedure that cannot be constructed as an MNA production 
system• 
Therefore, a more general control structure based on the concept of a 
programmed grammar (Salomaa, 1973) will be introduced. Let 
P - -  {p~ ..... p,} be a set of production rules• Then a Deterministic Production 
System--abbreviated to DPS-- is  defined as a quadruple 
3 = (P, a, O,p~), 
where 
• P is a set of production rules, P= {Pl ..... pn}. 
. a and ~ are functions from P into P k) {2 }. 
• p~ ~ P is the starting rule of the production system. 
For every p~ ~ P, a(pi) and O(Pi) are called the controlfields ofpi. These 
fields determine the control flow of the system, and the triple (Pi, a(Pi), 
O(Pi)) can be interpreted as follows: 
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I f  the conditions of rule Pi match then 
execute the action part of pi; 
try rule a(Pi)  as the next rule; 
else 
try rule O(Pi) as the next rule. 
Here, ), denotes the "empty rule": execution of the empty rule causes the 
system to stop. 
It is not hard to see how an MNA production system can be simulated by 
a DPS using the same set of rules: Let the rules in an MNA system be 
ordered as (Pl,P2 ..... Pn). Construct a DPS g simulating the MNA system 
as follows: 
9 = (P, G, 0 ,p l ) ,  
Pl is the starting rule (indicated by 0 ) :  
a 
Pl AA ~ S Pl P2 
P2 A --* - -  P6 P3 
P3 S -~ A P3 P4 
P4 AA -~ S Pl Ps 
P5 A --+ q- P6 P6 
P6 S -~ null P6 
where 
"P={P l  ..... P,}. 
• a(Pi) =Pl  for i = 1 ..... n. 
• ~(P i )=P i+l  for i---- 1 ..... n- -  1. 
• 0(p . )  = 
There are n! different MNA systems for a set of n production rules, since the 
ordering of the rules determines the control flow. Compare this number with 
the number of DPS systems that can be constructed for the same set of rules. 
To make a fair comparison, we will only take into account DPS systems 
containing one "empty" control field. Since there are n choices for the 
starting rule and since for every rule p;, it is assumed that ¢(p;):~Pi, there 
are  
n"+l (n -  1) "- I  (2n -  1) 
different DPS production systems for a given set of n rules, which is signifi- 
cantly more than n! 
To show that not every DPS can be simulated by an MNA system using 
the same set of rules, let us consider the following example of a DPS, where 
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If a string A n is given as input to 3 ,  "+"  is generated if n = 2 k, k = 1, 2,..., 
and " - "  elsewhere. Therefore 3 acts as a recognizer for the set 
L = {.42k: k= 1, 2,..}. 
It is, however, not possible to construct an MNA production system based 
on P = {pl ..... P6} simulating ~.  The problem for an MNA control structure 
to handle the "priority conflict" that arises between rule p~ and P3 is 
unsolvable. 
Recently, a control structure in the form of a Petri net has been proposed 
(Zisman, 1978). This representation turns out to be isomorphic to a DPS 
representation f a control structure. 
Besides the generality, it can be argued that production systems using this 
type of control structure are often easier to understand, more efficient and 
use fewer rules than comparable MNA production systems (Zisman, 1978). 
We conclude that a DPS comprises a more general formulation of a 
control structure for a set of rules than an MNA system does. 
We will use this type of control structure in the presentation of a model 
for inferring control structures from the behaviour of a production system. 
In the sequel we will use the following notational conventions: Product ion  
ru les  are denoted by small indexed letters Pl,  P2 ..... Pn;  r l  ..... r n are used as 
variables for production rules. Sometimes pecial rules are denoted by small 
letters p, q or r. Sequences  over a set of objects are usually represented by a 
string, surrounded by parentheses. Sets  in general are represented by capital 
letters. If S is a set, IS] denotes the cardinality of S. Re la t ions  over a set are 
denoted by small Greek letters a, fl, p. 
3. A MODEL FOR INFERRING CONTROL STRUCTURES 
Suppose we observe a system that uses a set of production rules P 
operating in some task environment. The control structure used by the 
system is unknown and the only way to obtain information about the 
structure is to feed the system with inputs x 1, xZ,..., x r at discrete times t and 
to observe the successive transformations 
xtl, x~,..., x~ .... 
of x t until the system halts, producing an output yt= xtn. Let us assume that 
every transformation from x~ to x~,+ 1is the result of the application of some 
rule taking x~ as input and producing x~+~ as output, and that this rule can 
be identified uniquely from the set of rules P. This means we have a function 
g that maps every sequence of transformations into a sequence of rules which 
are applied to produce an output yt  from xt: 
g(x  t) = s t = (r 1 r 2 . . .  r , ) ,  r i ~ e .  
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To formulate the problem how to infer a deterministic ontrol structure on 
the basis of the inputs x t and the observation sequences  t, we will inspect 
some details and consequences of this model. 
First of all, the information sequences I v is defined as the sequence of 
inputs given and the sequences of rules applied to produce the outputs, i.e., 
I r = (x I, s!), (x 2, s 2) ..... (x v, st).  
P is defined as the set of rules actually used in IV: 
P= {ri: r i occurs in some st}. 
For each pair (x t, s t) in I v we have observed the results of an application of 
rule I",. to the result of applications of the rules r~, r~ ..... r i -  1 to x t. We say 
that a DPS J = (P, a, (~,Ps) generates or explains an observation sequence 
IV= (x 1, s 1) ..... (x r, s "r) if, for every input x t given to 3 ,  ~ generates the 
output yt, applying the sequence of rules (r I r 2 .-. rk) = s t. 
If ~m(rl) is defined by 
• ()m(ri) = r i , m = O, 
• ¢"(r i )  = f~(O"-'(ri) ), m >~ 1, 
then the following proposition holds: 
P~OPOSrTION 1. Let  9 ---- (P, ~r, q),ps) be a DPS  and I T an information 
sequence over P. 3 generates I r iff for  all (xt, s t) in I r, where 
s t= (r~, r 2 ..... rk), 3 satisfies the fol lowing conditions: 
a. ra = Om'(p~)for some 0 <<, ml < n 
and all rules Ok(p~) fo r  k <~ m 1 - 1 cannot be applied before r~ is applied• 
b. r i = ~m~(cr(ri_ l)) fo r  some 0 <~ m i < n, i = 2 ..... k, 
and all rules Ok(a(ri_~)) for  k <~m i - 1 cannot be applied after ri_ ~ is 
applied. 
c. ). = ~mk+l(cr(rk))for some 0 <~ ink+ 1 < n 
and all rules qF(a(rk) for  k <~ ink+ 1 -- 1 cannot be applied after r k is applied. 
Proof. Immediately from the definition of a DPS and a DPS generating 
I T. | 
If  there exists a DPS g generating I r, we say that I v is DPS-reaIizable. 
The inference problem for deterministic ontrol structures can be stated as 
follows: 
Given an information sequence I T and a set P of  production rules 
occurring in I T, is I v DPS-real izable and if  so, how can such a DPS 
generating I v be constructed? 
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In the next sections some necessary conditions for DPS-realizability will be 
discussed. Then a general characterization of DPS-realizable information 
sequences will be given and a method will be presented for constructing a
suitable DPS generating the information sequence I r, if I r is DPS-realizable. 
4. A NECESSARY CONDITION FOR DPS-REALIZABILITY 
Let 3 = (P, ~, 4, Ps) be a DPS generating an information sequence I v. 
If the fa i l  set of rule r i and rj, denoted by ~b(r i, rfl, is defined by 
O(ri, rj) = {0k(cr(ri)): k = 0,..., m - 1} if there 
is an m, om(a(ri)) = rj 
= P otherwise 
it follows that, if for some (x t, s t) in I r, (rir fl is a subsequence of s t, then for 
any rule r C ~(r i, rfl it is not possible to apply r after r i is applied and before 
rj is applied in the transformation of x t. 
A first estimation of the set O(r i, rj) can be given by constructing the set 
f t ( r i ,  rfl containing all rules r C P whose conditions do not match after r i is 
applied and before rj is applied in the transformation of x t, provided that 
(rir fl occurs as a subsequence in s t. To make an estimation of the set of 
rules not applicable before the f i rst  rule r I in s t= @1 "'" rk) is applied and 
the set of rules not applicable after the last rule r k in s t is applied, two 
hypothetical rules Po = ro and Pe = rk+ 1 not occurring in P are introduced. 
These rules do not occur in the DPS generating I r and are introduced for 
convenience only. We assume that in every transformation of an input Y, P0 
is executed first--without changing the input--and Pe i s  executed 
last--without changing the output. 
From now on, we will assume that every s t is of the form 
s t= (rorl r 2 ... rkrk+l) , 
where r o =P0 and rk+ 1 =pe.  Later on we will remove these rules. 
The sets f t ( r  o, rl) and f t ( rk ,  rk+l) can be defined as follows: 
• f t ( r  0, r 0 is the set containing all rules rE  P that cannot be applied 
before r~ is applied w.r.t, x t. 
• f t ( rk ,  rk+~) is the set containing all rules r C P that cannot be applied 
after rule r k is applied w.r.t, x t. 
Finally, if a pair of rules r i, rj does not occur as a subsequence of s t , 
f t ( r  i, rfl is set equal to P. 
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Note that every set i f ( . ,  .) can be derived without any knowledge about 
the real control structure used by the system observed; we have only to select 
from P those rules that could not be applied after a sequence of rules was 
applied to a given input x t. The following proposition is an immediate conse- 
quence of Proposition 1 and the definitions of the sets f t ( . ,  .): 
PROPOSITION 2. Let 3 = (P, o, (~,ps) be a DPS and I r an information 
sequence over P. 9 generates I r i f f ,  for all (x t, s t) in I r, ~ satisfies the 
following conditions: 
1. r I = #~"~(ps) for some m, < IPI and ¢(r o, r,) ~_ft(r o, r,). 
2.  r i = ~mi(a(ri_l)) for some m i < IPI and ¢(ri_ 1, ri) c_ft(ri_~, ri) for 
i = 2 ..... k. 
3. ). = ~mk+'(o(rk)) for some mk + 1 < IPI and ¢(r k, r, + ~) ~_f'(r, ,  rk + ,). 
Since these conditions hold for every subsequenee (r;, ri) of some s t and for 
all t = 1,..., T, a more accurate esstimate of the set O(ri, rj) can be given by 
the set 
T 
f * ( r  i, rj) = ~ ft(r , ,  rj), 
t - - I  
r , , r jEPU {po}U {pc}. 
LEMMA 1. Let 3 be a DPS generating 
rj = f~k(a(ri)). I f  there exists an r E P such that 
r ~f* ( r i ,  rj) 
then 
I r. Let r i, r jCP  with 
0(r i, ri) _cf*(r i ,  rj) (3 f* ( r i ,  r). 
Proof. 1. If (ri, r) does not occur as a subsequence of any s t , it is 
trivially true that O(ri, rj) c_f *(ri, rj) ~ f *(ri, r) = f *(r i, ri) ~ P = f *(r i, rj), 
since, according to Proposition 2, ~(ri, rj) ~_ft(rl, rj) for all t = 1 ..... T. 
2. Suppose rir J and r~r are subsequences of s t and s t', respectively. 
Since ~ is a DPS, there exists an integer m ¢ k, such that 
r = ~m(a(ri)) 
and 
~" k(rj.)= r if m > k 
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or  
ok-m(r) = ry if m < k. 
These situations are illustrated in Figs 1 and 2. 
Suppose m < k (Fig. 1.) Then r=#m(a(r i ) )  and r E f * ( r i ,  r]) since 3 
generates I r. But, since by assumption r ~f* ( r  i, r]), this is impossible and 
k < m must be the case (Fig. 2). 
Since (Proposition 2) 
and (Fig. 2) 
it follows that 
O(r,, r]) c_ f *(r,, rf) 
O(ri, O)~¢(ri,  r)c_f*(ri, r) 
¢(r;, rj) c_f*(r i, r ] )~f*( r  i, r). I! 
ri 
°(r i) 
r =~m(~(ri)) 
ri 
) rJ =% k(°(ri)) 
r.=~k(o(ri ) ) 3 
FIG. 1. m<k.  
~ r# ~ m(ocr i)) 
FIG. 2. m>k. 
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A more accurate estimator Fr(ri, r~) of ¢(q, rj) can be found by using 
Lemma 1 systematically, taking into account all rules rkq~f*(ri,rj) as 
follows: 
For every r i E PU  {P0} we define a binary relation flq over PU {Pe} by 
(r k, rm) E flq iff r m g£f*(ri, rk). 
Let fl~ be the transitive closure of f l , .  
Then the set 
B(r i, rj) = {rk: (rj, r,) Eft,*} 
contains all rules r k such that rk~f*(r i ,  r]) or there is a sequence 
(rh, ri2 ..... rim ) such that 
.rb+ lq~f*(r O,r#+~) j= l  ..... m-1 .  
• r& = r i and rk = r i  m, 
The set Fr( r i ,  r]) is defined by 
Fr(ri, rj) =f* ( r  i, O) if B(ri, rj) = 0. 
= 0 ( f  *(r i, rk) ~f  *(r,, ra)). 
rkeB(r~,rj) 
Fr( r i ,  rj) can be used as a more accurate estimator of O(ri, t)) since the 
following lemma holds: 
LEMMA 2. Let 3 = (P, a, ¢,p,) generate I r. Then 
1. O(ri, r~) cFr ( r , ,  rj), 
2. Fr(ri, r~) ~f*( r i ,  rj), 
for all ri, rj C Pt._) {Po,Pe}" 
Proof. Immediately from the definition of Fr(ri, ri) and Lemma 1. II 
Intuitively, Fr(q, rj) can be considered as the smallest set--derivable by 
inspection of I r alone--that  can be used to estimate the fail set O(r~, rj). 
The estimators FT(ri, rj) will now be used in stating the first result 
concerning the DPS-realizability of information sequences using the notion 
of a sueeessorfield of a rule. 
In the sequel the time index T in the sets to be defined will be omitted 
except in situations where confusion may arise• 
DEFINITION. Let I be an information sequence. For every r E P U {P0} 
the sueeessorfieId S(r) of r is defined as 
S(r) = {rj: rrj is a subsequence of some s' in I}. 
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The successor field S(r)  therefore contains all rules that were applied 
immediately after rule r was applied. 
DEFINITION. A successor field S ( r )= {r~ ..... rk} is consistent iff there 
exists some ordering 
(ri, ..... r ; )  
of elements in S(r)  such that for all j = 2 ..... k 
{ri~ ..... rij_, } ~_ F(r, r6). 
PROPOSITION 3. Let  S ( r )= {ri,..., rk} be a successor field. I f  the binary 
relation a r over {1,..., k} is defined as 
( i , j )  E a r ~ rj (5 F(r, rj) for  ri, rj E S(r)  
then a r is a transitive relation. 
Proof  Let ( i , j )E  a r and (j, m)E  a r. From the construction of the sets 
F(r  i, rfl it follows immediately that 
• (r i ,  rj) E 
• rm) 
Hence, (r i, rm) E flr*. 
Therefore 
a. (r  i, rm) Cflr or  
b. there exists some r k ~ S(r)  such that (r i, rk) E f l *  and (r k, rm) C fir. 
a. Since (r i,rm) E fir implies r~ ~f* ( r ,  ri), it follows that 
r m ~ F(r, ri). Hence (i, m) E a r. 
b. Since (rk, rm) E flr implies r m ~f*( r ,  rk) and (r i, rk) E f t *  implies 
r k C B(r, ri), it follows that r m ~ F(r, ri). Hence (i, m) ~ a r. [[ 
Proposition 3 can be used in checking the consistency of successor fields: 
LEMMA 3. S(r)  = {r 1 ..... rk} is a consistent successor f ie ld i f f for  all i ¢ j  
and i , j  = 1 ..... k, 
r i @ F(r, rfl or rj E F(r, ri). 
P roof  (i) Let S(r)  be a consistent successor field. If S(r)  contains only 
one element, the assertion is trivially true. Therefore let S( r )= {r I ..... r,}, 
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n ~> 2. Since S(r) is consistent, there exists some ordering (ri, • ri2 ... ri, ) of 
elements of S(r) such that 
{ri~ ..... %_l}c_F(r, ri) for all j=2,. . . ,n.  
If rie q~F(r, rim ) for some rik and rim, it follows that k > m; therefore 
rim E F(r, ri~ ). 
(ii) Let S(r) be a successor field. I f  S(r) contains only one element, 
S(r) is consistent. Let S(r) = {r I ,..., r n }, n >~ 2 and suppose that for all i 4@ 
r i E F(r, r:) or rj E F(r, ri). Let ar be defined as in Proposition 3. From 
Proposition 3 and the assumption it follows that % is an asymmetric and 
transitive relation. 
Let /7= (il, i 2 .. . . .  in)  be a permutation of the sequence of the integers 1, 
2 ..... n ; /7  is called ar-COmpatible iff for all (i,j) E a, i precedes j in/7. Then 
we have to prove 
1. Every a:compat ib le  permutat ion/7 = (il .... , i,) induces an ordering 
(ri,, ri2 ..... ri°) of elements of S(r) such that 
{ri, ..... ri: ,}c_F(r, ro), j=2  ..... n. 
2. Given % there exists an at-compatible permutation /7 of the 
sequence (1, 2 ..... n). 
Clearly, from 1. and 2. together with the existence of a r it follows that 
there exists an ordering (rq ..... ri,) of elements of S(r) such that 
{r~,,..., %_, } ~_ F(r, %), j >t 2 
and therefore S(r) is consistent. 
Ad 1. Let H= (il,...,in) be an ar-compatible permutation; suppose 
there exist an i and j such that i precedes j in H and ri E F(r, r:). Then it 
follows that (j, i) E a r and therefore j must precede i in /7 contrary to the 
assumption. 
Ad 2. Consider the following procedure for generating a permutation 
17 given a~: 
Step 1. Le t / /~=(1) .  Go to step 2. 
Step i. (2 ~< i ~< n) Take i and insert i just before the first element of 
Hi-1 to produce H i. 
Step i.1. If i is the right-most element of H;, go to step i+  1; 
otherwise let the first element o the right of i be j and go to step i.2. 
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Step i.2. If (i,j) ~ a r, go to step i + 1; otherwise shift i one place to 
the right (replacing i and j) and go to step i. 1. 
Step n+l .  Le t / /=/7 ,  andstop. | 
LEMMA 4. I f  there exists a DPS 3 = (P, a, f),ps) generating I, then for  
every r C P U {P0 }, S(r) is a consistent successor field. 
Proof Suppose there is an rCPU {Po} such that S(r) is not consistent. 
Then (Lemma 3) there exist rules r i, r i C S(r) such that 
r i ~ F(r, rj) and r] q~ F(r, ri), r i 4= rj. 
Since r i, r i ~ S(r) both (rri) and (rrj) are subsequences of some observation 
sequences in L 
From Proposition 2 it follows that there exist integers k and m (k :/: m) 
such that 
•k(a(r)) = r i 
and 
om(a(r)) = rj. 
Assume that k < m. Since 3 is deterministic, 
orn(a(r)) = OS(r i )  = r] for s = m -- k. 
But then, according to Lemma 2, r i ~ F(r, rj). Analogously if m < k, it 
follows that rj C F(r, ri) and a contradiction is derived. Therefore S(r) must 
be consistent for every r ~ PU {P0}. | 
Our first characterization of DPS-realizable information sequences is 
given in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let  I be an information sequence. I f  there exists an S(r), 
r ~ P U {Po}, such that r i ~ F(r, rj) and rj q~ F(r, ri) for  some r i, rj ~ S(r), 
then I is not DPS-realizable. 
Proof. Immediately from Lemma 3 and Lemma 4. | 
Note that the condition stated in Theorem 1 is a necessary condition; that 
it is not a sufficient condition is shown in the following example. 
EXAMPLE. Suppose ~ = (P, ~, 0,Ps) is the DPS generating L 
Furthermore S(r) and S(p)  are consistent successor fields and S( r )n  
643/51/3 7 
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S(p) = {q}. Suppose there exist some ri G S(r) and pj E S(p) with 
ri #pj # q such that 
yi @ F( P3 413 ri @ F( P, Pj>, ri @ F(r> 4) 
and 
Pj @ F(rY 4)> Pj g F(rY ‘i), Pj 6S F( PT 4). 
Since ri $ S(p) and pj @ S(r), these conditions do not affect the consistency 
S(p) and S(r). A contradiction, however, can be derived easily: 
Since 57 generates I, from Proposition 2 and Lemma 2 it follows that there 
exist two non-negative integers k and m, k f m such that 
and 
DIAGRAM A 
+ 
0 
I-i 
I 
I 
I- 
Q ‘j 
DIAGRAM B 
, 
0 ‘j 
I 
I - 
I 
I 
Q 
‘i 
FIG. 3. Two diagrams of a system with consistent successor fields that is not DPS- 
realizable. An arrow between two rules pi and pj pointing towards pj indicates u( pi) =pj if the 
arrow is labelled + and indicates $(pi) =pj if labelled -. 
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Therefore it must be concluded that either 
Okl(ri) =p] for some k 1 < m 
or 
4~2(pj) = ri for some k 2 < k. 
Therefore (according to Lemma 2), at least one of the following conditions 
holds: 
a. r i E F (p ,  pj), 
b. 1% E V(r, ri), 
and a contradiction is derived, showing that consistency of successor fields is 
not a sufficient condition for DPS-realizability. The situation of the example 
given is illustrated in Fig. 3. 
These diagrams show that consistent successor fields which have an 
overlap, should have (at least partially) "corresponding" fail sequences in a 
DPS generating an information sequence. To make these notions more 
precise in order to formulate a necessary and sufficient condition for DPS- 
realizability, we introduce extensions of (consistent) successor fields and the 
notion of structural consistency. 
5. A NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT CONDITION FOR DPS-REALIZABILITY 
DEFINITION. Let S(r) be a consistent successor field. An extension E(r) 
of S(r) is a set of rules in PU {Pc} such that 
(i) S(r) c_ e(r), 
(ii) E(r) c {ri: ~q ~ S(r) such that r i E F(r, q)U S(r)}. 
DEFINITION. E(r) is a consistent extension of S(r) iff there exists an 
ordering Ve(r)= (r 1 ... rk), r i 4= rj for all i,j E {1 ..... k} of elements in E(r) 
such that 
(i) {r 1 ,..., ri_ 1 } c_ F(r, ri) for all r i ~ S(r), 
(ii) r k E S(r). 
Note that E(r) is not uniquely defined: there may be several extensions 
that can be constructed from a successor field S(r). 
Let E(P) be the set of extensions E(r) for all S(r) derived from 1. To make 
the notion of correspondence between failure fields more precise, let us 
introduce the notion of a structurally consistent (or, for brevity, s-consistent) 
set of extensions. 
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DEFINITION. The set E(P) is called s-consistent iff, for all E(r) and E(q) 
in E(P), there exist consistent orderings Ve(r)= (r~ ... rk) and Ve(q)= 
(q~ ... q,,), respectively, such that 
i f r  i=q J fo r  some l~<i~<kand l~ j~<mthen 
either (riri+ ~ ... rk) is a subsequence of (qJqi+~ "'" qm) 
or (qjqj+l "'" qm) is a subsequence of (riri+ 1 ... rk). 
Our main theorem concerning DPS-realizable information sequences can 
be stated as follows: 
THEOREM 3. Let I be an information sequence. There exists a DPS 
3 = (P, o, O, Ps) generating I iff there exists an s-consistent set E(p) of 
extensions of successor fields S(r) for all r E P U {Po }- 
Proof Suppose 3= (P,a,~,Ps) is a DPS generating I. Let S(po), 
S(pO,..., S(pn) be the consistent successor fields derived from I. For every 
r~ PU {P0} the sequence 
V(r) = (r, ,..., rm), r i E P 
is defined as follows: 
• r l=p ,  i f  r=po 
=Pc if a(r) =2 
= a(r) otherwise; 
• r i=pe if 0(ri_l) = 2 (i = 2,..., m) 
= ~(ri- 1) otherwise; 
• m is the least integer 91 such that {r 1, r 2 ..... rm} ~_ S(r). 
It is not difficult to see that V(r) is a consistent ordering of an extension E(r) 
of S(r) for every r C PU {P0}- The proof of this assertion and of the fact 
that it is possible to construct a consistent ordering V(r) for every 
rE  PU {P0} is left to the reader. 
Let V(r) and V(q) be two sequences as defined above such that 
V ( r ) = apfl 
and 
V(q) = ~pe, 
where p C PU {Pc} and a, fl, 3, e are sequences over PU {pc}. 
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If ¢' is defined by 
O'(r) = 0(r) if ~t(r) :~ 2 
=Pe if O(r) = 
then, clearly, ~' is a function ~': P~PU{pe}.  Since, for every 
r '  E PU {P0}, if V(r ' )=  (r 1 ... rk), then r i=~' ( r i _ l )  , i-= 2,...,k, it follows 
that fl in V(r)= apfl is a subsequence of c in V(q)= ~pe or e is a subse- 
quence of ft. 
Hence, E(P) = {E(r): r ~ PU {P0}}, where E(r) is the extension of S(r) 
containing the rules occurring in V(r), is an s-consistent set of extensions. 
2. Let E(P) be an s-consistent set of extensions for every S(r), 
r~PU {Po}, derived from L Let V(po), V(p 0 ..... V(p , )  be s-consistent 
orderings of E(Po),..., E (p , ) ,  respectively. 
We define two functions a: P~ PU {2} and ¢i: p-- ,  PU  {2} as follows: 
a. For every V(r) = (r I ... rk) r ~ po 
a(r )= r 1 if rl 4:pe 
=2 if rl =Pe" 
b. For everyp  ~P,  
q)(p) = r i fpr is a subsequence of some V(pi) and r v~pe 
= 2 ifpp e is a subsequence of some V(pi) or p occurs 
only as the last element in some V(Pi). 
Furthermore, i fps is defined as the first element of V(po) then the following 
claim can be stated: 
CLAIM. The DPS ~ = (P,a,O,P,),  where a, O, and p, are defined as 
above, generates I. 
This claim can be proved by noticing that from the s-consistency of the 
orderings V(pi) it follows immediately that both a and ~ are functions from 
P into PU {2}. Therefore 9 is deterministic. Furthermore, let (x t, s t) in I. 
If s t = (r~ ... rk) then, according to Proposition 2, 
• r 1 = ~mi(ps) since r 1 ~ S(Po)  , 
• ri+ 1 = om~(a(ri)) for some m i, since ri+, ~ S(ri), 
• 2 = omk(a(r~)) for some m~, sincep e ~ S(rk). 
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Finally, since every S(pi),  including S(P0), is assumed to he consistent, it 
can be proved that 
a. f~J(ps)~_Ft(po, rO, j---O, 1 ..... m- -  1, 
b. f~(ri ,r i+l)~_Ft(r i ,r i+l)  for i - -  1 ..... k -  1, 
c. q)(rk,Pe ) ~Ft ( rk ,Pe) .  
We will give a proof for Assertion b, while the details of the proof for a and 
c are left to the reader. 
From ri+l=e)mi(a(ri)) and rt+ 1 E S(ri) it follows that there exists an 
extension E(ri) of S(rt) such that if 
then 
V(ri) = (q,, qz,"', qm) 
• ri+ z = qj for some 1 ~<j ~< m, 
• q l  = o ( r i ) ,  
• O(ql,) = qk+ 1 for some k = 1 ..... m - 1. 
Hence 
• ~(ri,  r i+ , )= {q,,•.., q j_ ,},  
• {ql , '" ,  qj- 1} CZ F(ri ,  ri+ 1) (since V(r~) is a consistent ordering)• 
It can be concluded from Proposition 2 that 3 generates I. II 
Although Theorem 3 formulates a necessary and sufficient condition for 
DPS-realizability of information sequences, it gives no direct suggestion for 
the construction of a decision procedure concerning the DPS-realizability of 
information sequences• Moreover, Theorem 3 does not seem very practical 
for use in the construction of a DPS for DPS-realizable information 
sequences, because xtensions of successor fields are defined rather loosely. 
Therefore, in the next section we will give some refinements of Theorem 3 
and a decision procedure for DPS-realizability. 
Finally, we will present an outline of a procedure for constructing a DPS 
generating an information sequence I.
6. A METHOD FOR CONSTRUCTING DETERMINISTIC PRODUCTION SYSTEMS 
In this section we show that the search for extensions of successor fields 
can be restricted to subsets of P - - the  set of rules• Then a method is 
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presented for estimating the content of a failure field ~(p) of a production 
rule p. Finally we show the outlines of a decision procedure for DPS- 
realizability of an information sequence and we show the construction of a 
DPS generating a (DPS-realizable) information sequence. 
First of all, let p be a binary relation on PW {P0,Pe} defined as 
(r i, rj) E p ~ ~ r 3 q such that 
1. r i E S(r), r} C S(q), 
2. S(r) ~ S(q) ~: 0. 
Let p* be the transitive closure of p. Clearly, p* is an equivalence relation, 
inducing a partition 11 of P U {Po,Pe}" If S is defined as the class containing 
all successor fields, then it is not difficult to prove that there exists a function 
ho: S-~ 11= PU {Po,Pe}/P* 
that maps a given successor field S(r) in a block nj of H. Let nj be a block of 
11. For all S(ri) ~ h-'(z:j) the set E~i(ri) is defined as an extension of S(ri) 
restricted to elements occurring in n i. E(nj) is the class containing the 
extensions E~i(re) for all S(ri) E h -,  (rcj). 
Now the following theorem holds: 
THEOREM 4. An information sequence I is DPS-realizable iff for every 
block 7rj of H there exists an s-consistent set of extensions E(zcj). 
Proof We will give a proof of the if-part only. The remainder of the 
proof is easy and is left to the reader. First, notice that since E(nj) contains 
only extensions that are subsets of lrj and for every i~ j ,  z:,.~ n k = 0, it 
follows that 
E(P)= U E( j) 
~tj in F/ 
is an s-consistent set of all extensions if E(~rj) is s-consistent for all nj in H. 
Then, according to Theorem 3, I is DPS-realizable. II 
Instead of looking for arbitrary extensions of successor fields, Theorem 4
offers the possibility to restrict the search for extensions to the blocks of 
partition H and to check the s-consistency in subsets of extensions. 
This result can be used in developing a method for constructing a DPS as 
follows: For every block ~rj a set of s-consistent extensions for successor 
fields in h-l(nj) is constructed. Then according to Theorem 3 it is easy to 
construct a DPS for all rules in a block ~rj of H. According to Theorem 4 a 
DPS for P is the union of the control structures developed for each r(i 
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separately• Therefore, we restrict the discussion to the construction of a 
control structure for rules occurring in a block n of H. 
First, for every rule r in zc, let us define two sets ff~(r) and ~( r )  that will 
be used as estimators for a(r) and O(r), respectively. 
Let S(r) be consistent. Notice that }F~(r, ri)l~JF~(r, rj) I implies 
r i C F~(r, rj), where F~(r, rk) = F(r, r~) ~ n for all r, r k E n. Clearly, if 
r k = a(r) then it must be true that 
r~ E F,(r, rj) U {rs. } for all rj ~ n 
Hence, d~(r) can be defined as 
d~(r) = {rm} U F~(r, rm) , 
IF~(r, r~)h < [F~(r, rjl for all r j~n .  
The sets ~( r )  can be defined analogously: Let S( r t )E  h - l (n )  and r E S(ri). 
The sets ~rj(r) are defined by 
~r,(r) = {r~: IF~(ri, rk) I <~ [F,(r,, rj)[ 
for all rj C n with r E F~(r i, r j) }. 
Then ~(r )  is defined by 
~n(r)  = Q) ~rl(r) • 
S(ri)~h-l(n) 
rES(r i) 
The proof of the following proposition is left to the reader. 
PROPOSITION 4. I f  I is DPS-realizable, then for every n in I I  there exists 
a DPS such that 
• O(r) E ~( r )  and 
• o(r) E d=(r). 
To construct s-consistent extensions of successor fields in n, all consistent 
orderings of extensions have to be enumerated first. Let n* denote the set of 
all simple sequences over n; i.e., w E n* iff no element of n appears more 
than once in w or w =/1,. Let L V~(ri) denote the set of all consistent 
orderings of extensions of successor fields S(ri) in.n and let IN~(ri) denote 
the set of initial segments of elements in LV~(ri); i.e., 
v C IN~(ri) iff there is a w E n f  such that vw E L V~(ri). 
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Note that 
L V.(ri) ~_ IN~(ri) c ~z*. 
To enumerate L V,(ri) for every r i E 7r, a special concatenation operation 
defined on ~L* has to be introduced. Let v, w e~z*. The consistent 
concatenation of v and w with respect o r t, denoted by v o~ w, is defined by 
v °i w = {vw} if vw ~ IN~(ri) 
={v} if vCLV~(r i )  
= O otherwise. 
Note that v E L V~(ri) implies vw f5 IN,(ri) for all w ~ ~ according to the 
definition of a consistent extension. 
This operation can be extended to sets of sequences in zc* as follows: Let 
V, W~ 7r*. Then Vo i Wis  defined as 
V%W= {,_) voiw. 
v~V w~W 
Let Mk(~ ) denote the set of all k × k matrices whose entries belong to zr*. 
Let A = [ai: ] and B = [bi:] in Mk(zc ). Then their product AB is the k × k 
matrix 
AB = aim . 
1 
Note that the i, j th entry of AB only contains sequences in IN~(ri). 
Now the sets L V,(ri), for very r i ~ ~c, can be computed as follows. 
Assume that all sets S(r i )E h- l (~)  are consistent, and that d~(ri) and 
d~(ri) are computed for all r i E ~ = {r I ..... r~}. Then we define two matrices 
Z and ~ in Mk(~ ) by 
z = [o.1, 
= [0.1 ,  
where a o = {r:} if r: C d~(ri) 
= 0 otherwise, 
where Oi: = {r:} if r: ~ d.(ri) 
= 0 otherwise. 
If the successive matrices ~o) are defined by 
¥/(i) : y/(/-- 1 )~,  i=1 ,2  ..... k - - l ,  
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and 
k 
~'/i = U I[](k-1) --/ j  
j= l  
where ~u!.*-l) is the i, j th entry of t/./(k-1) --U 
then the following proposition holds: 
PROPOSITION 5. For every i = 1, 2 ..... k, ~'i = L V~(ri). 
Proof. By the construction of ~i, the definition of consistent orderings of 
extensions and by noting that if x CLV~(ri)  then x contains at most k 
elements. I 
Having enumerated all consistent extensions of successor fields S(ri), 
r i E n, we can obtain the set ~(~z) containing all possible sets of s-consistent 
orderings of extensions for successor fields in h- l (n)  as follows. 
Let ~j~, ~J2,'", T~k be an ordering of the sets T~ ..... ~k such that I~j,I 
IWji+~l for i=  l ..... k -1 .  
Then apply the following procedure: 
Stage 1. Let gel = O; go to stage 2. 
Stage i+  1. Let T= {{v}U V:vE  ~Fji, VE~i} ;  let ~i+1 = {T: TE  T 
and T is an s-consistent set of orderings}. If ~i+~ = O then let ~(n) = O and 
stop; otherwise go to stage i ÷ 2. 
Stage k+2.  Let ~e(n)=~k+l and stop. 
If ~(n)= ~ then, clearly, I is not DPS-realizable. If ~e(n) contains one 
element, there is a unique solution, but if ~e(n) contains more than one 
element we have to choose the most suitable set of s-consistent extensions. 
We suggest wo criteria for the choise of a set of s-consistent extensions, 
depending on the purpose of construction at hand. 
1. Considering the efficiency of the production system to be 
constructed, we should minimize the number of rule tests in the transfor- 
mation of inputs. This means that a set of minimal extensions in ~(n) should 
be selected. If l(v) is defined as the length of v in zc*, it follows that we 
should choose a set of orderings V(n) in ge(n) such that 
l(v) 
veV(~) 
is minimal. 
2. With regard to the testability or predictive value of the production 
system in modelling some piece of behaviour, it can be argued that the 
strongest predictions are made if we choose a set of extensions that are 
maximal extensions of successor fields. In that case we have a more 
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"integrated" production system, which makes strong predictions concerning 
rules that may be expected to be executed after the execution of some other 
rule. It follows, then, that we should choose a set of orderings V(Tr) in ge(n) 
such that 
so= ~ l(v) 
v~V(n) 
is maximal .  
7. AN EXAMPLE OF THE INFERENCE OF A CONTROL STRUCTURE 
Let P be a set of production rules, P = {Pl,P2,P3,P4} with 
Pl: $$ ~ null, 
P2 : $xy  ~ y$x ,  
P3 : null ~ $, 
P4:$ ~null .  
This set of rules can be used for reversing a string from an alphabet hat 
does not contain $ (Zisman, 1978). Suppose that we have to infer the control 
structure from the behaviour of the production system, if the strings AB and 
ABC are given as input to the system: 
1. x = AB 2. x = ABC 
x 1 = $AB x l = $ABC 
x z = B$A x 2 = B$AC 
x 3 = SB$A x~ = BCSA 
x 4 = $$BSA x 4 = SBCSA 
x 5 = BSA x 5 = C$BSA 
x 6 = BA = y x o = $C$BSA 
x7  = $$CSBSA 
x 8 = CSBSA 
x 9 = CB$A 
X lo  = CBA = y 
The rules that have been applied are identified below. The rules that could 
not be applied between two successive applications are given as a list 
enclosed by parentheses after the application of a rule and before the 
application of the next rule: 
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1. x =AB: Po(Pl ,Pz,P4) 
P3(Pl) 
PE(Pl,P2) 
P3(P~,P2) 
P3(P2) 
Pl(Pl,P2) 
P4(Pl,Pz,P4) 
P~ 
2. x =ABC: Po(Pl ,P2,P4) 
P3(Pl) 
Pz(PO 
P2(Pl,P2) 
P3(Pl) 
PE(Pl,P2) 
P3(Pl'P2) 
P3(P2) 
Pl(Pl,P2) 
P4(Pl,P2) 
P4(Pl,Pz,P4) 
P~ 
The sets F(pi,pi ) are given in Table I. 
The successor fields S(pi) can be derived directly from the sequences of 
rules applied: 
S(p0) = {P3}, 
s (p l )  = {p,}, 
S(p2) = {pz,p3}, 
S(p3) = {p~,pz,p3}, 
S(p4) = {p4,p~}. 
An inspection of the table shows that all successor fields are consistent. 
Since the construction of all s-consistent extensions i fairly complicated, 
we will only present wo types of control structures inferred. 
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TABLE I 
The Failure Sets F(pt,pj ) for the Production Rules Given in the Example. These Sets Are 
Derived from the Transformation f the Inputs x = AB and x = ABC. 
F p~ P2 P3 P4 Pe 
po P P {PI,P2,P4} P P 
P~ P P P {Pl,p2} P 
p2 P {Pl} {P,,P2} P P 
P3 {P~} {Pl} {p,,P2} P P 
p4 P P P {P,,Pz} {P,,P2,P4} 
The most efficient production system is 
G 0 
• Pi $$ ~ null P4 P2 
P2 $xy ~ y$x  P2 P3 
P3 null ~ $ Pl 2 
P4 $ ~ null P4 2 
The control flow is illustrated in the Fig. 4. 
The most predictive and least efficient production system is (P1: starting 
rule) 
::::>- 
o 0 
Pl $$ ~ null P4 P2 
P2 $xy --~ ySx  P l P3 
P3 null ~ $ Pl 2 
P4 $ ~ null P4 "7[ 
The control flow of this system is illustrated in Fig. 5. 
P3 Pl P~ 
@ , ) oX + 
FIG. 4. The most efficient production system inferred for the production rules given in the 
example. 
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P3 Pl P4 + + - 
X 
FIG. 5. The most predictive and less efficient production system inferred for the 
production rules given in the example. 
8. CONCLUSION 
In this article we have presented a flexible and general control structure 
for production systems and a method for inferring such a control structure 
from the behaviour of a production system. 
This method may be applied in solving some problems concerning the 
design of a production system in the fields of cognitive science and artificial 
intelligence. 
The model we have presented is, we hope, general enough to stimulate 
further research into problems concerning the inference of control structures. 
Thus, it seems worthwile to investigate the usefulness of the inference 
method in the design of production systems whose rules are incompletely 
specified. 
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